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The current type 2 diabetes (T2D) pandemic is expected to afflict almost 500 million people over the next
15 years. Its global burden is well publicized, but less attention has been paid to how it interacts with other
conditions, particularly infectious diseases like tuberculosis (TB). T2D is characterized by insulin insensitivity, along with chronic low-grade inflammation and subsequent immunocompromise; when comorbid with TB,
T2D tends to increase symptom severity and heighten mortality rates. Recent immigrants (both documented
and undocumented, especially those from Latin America) and persons of Hispanic or Latino descent in the
United States are particularly vulnerable to this comorbidity due to factors such as lack of access to healthcare,
poverty and acculturation, meaning the process by which immigrants adopt American behaviors. The goal of
this investigation is to elucidate the interaction between T2D and TB, thereby highlighting a troubling disparity in healthcare availability that is likely to apply beyond immigrants and affect other marginalized populations as well.
Introduction
Despite being a noninfectious, lifestyle-related disease, type 2
diabetes (T2D) is emerging as a pandemic with shocking rapidity. 90% of all diabetes cases are type 2, and the current estimate
of 340 million T2D sufferers worldwide is expected to balloon to
439 million over the next 15 years.1,2 This increase in global T2D
burden is not particularly surprising given how the high-calorie,
low-nutrition American diet and largely sedentary lifestyle associated with the disease are spreading to developing and rapidly industrializing countries.3 More specifically, the interaction between
genetic predispositions, which differ among various ethnicities,
and environmental factors such as rapid urbanization, a major
shift in the production and consumption of food products and a
growing dependence on nutrition-poor processed foods in countries all over the world have spurred and will continue to spur the
sharp rise in T2D.1 Over the next 15 years, the sharpest increases
in T2D prevalence are predicted to occur in sub-Saharan Africa
(98% increase), the Middle East (94% increase) and the Indian
subcontinent (72% increase).1
It is no secret that T2D is a global problem, but little attention has been paid to the interaction between T2D and other
diseases. T2D has been shown to interact negatively with other
conditions from non-communicable diseases such as Alzheimer’s
to various infectious diseases including tuberculosis, Chagas disease and dengue fever.4,5,6,7 It is also important to note that diabetes exacerbates a variety of US-endemic infectious diseases, such
as influenza, pneumonia and other respiratory infections and urinary tract infections.8,9 In one striking example, along the TexasMexico border near Matamoros, Mexico, 28% of TB cases were
attributed to underlying T2D.5 T2D also accelerates the acquisition of drug resistance in TB patients, which creates not only a
public health issue but also an economic burden.
Undocumented and documented immigrants, particularly
Hispanics and people of Latin American origin, are especially at

risk for the T2D/TB comorbidity. In addition to discrimination
and poverty, immigrants of this background face deteriorating
physical and mental health that counter intuitively worsen the
longer they stay in the US.10 As immigrants acculturate to American diets and exercise habits, they also become at risk for developing T2D.11,12 Their susceptibility to T2D, along with increased
likelihood of coming into contact with other immigrants from
TB-endemic countries—often in Latin America, Asia and South
America—puts immigrants especially at risk for this underappreciated comorbidity.13 Improving disease surveillance, initiating focused research efforts and increasing healthcare access are
important strategies for tackling this growing problem of T2D/
TB interaction.5 Understanding the interactions between these
diseases will be crucial to everything from global economic development to disease eradication to poverty alleviation and beyond.

Type 2 Diabetes (T2D)
T2D is a chronic disease characterized by insulin insensitivity,
which causes glucose to build up in the bloodstream, eventually
leading to damage of blood vessels and nerves, heart disease and
kidney failure.14 Patients with T2D also tend to have chronic lowgrade inflammation due to the production of excess cytokines,
which are immune system signaling molecules. These cytokines
are produced by the pancreas and adipose tissue and can disrupt
proper adaptive immune responses. The inflammation causes tissue damage in the pancreas and elsewhere, leading to an immunocompromised state with both abnormal insulin production and
general insulin insensitivity within the body.15,16
Tuberculosis
TB is an infectious disease caused by the bacterium Mycobacterium tuberculosis, which is highly transmissible through
the respiratory droplets of patients with active TB. People with
compromised immune systems, such as those with T2D, are more
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likely to develop active TB; those with
healthy immune systems are better able
to fight the infection.
Symptoms of active
TB include fever,
cough with bloody
sputum, weight loss
and weakness, which
can ultimately lead to
death.17
TB is considered
one of the ‘Big Three’
diseases, along with
HIV/AIDS and malaria, which kill millions worldwide and
are difficult to control. Infecting onethird of the world’s
population, TB is the
second most prolific
infectious killer.18
With the introduction of the Millen- Figure 1. This map is almost a complete inversion of a traditional map of TB distribution alone, where TB rates are highest in developing
nium Development countries. It is not TB, but T2D, that is the driving factor and the geographic determinant behind the rise and pattern, respectively, of
Goals by the United the TB/T2D comorbidity. Figure reproduced with permission from the International Diabetes Federation.23
Nations, fighting the
‘Big Three’ has become a priority. As a result of worldwide drug programs and treatDiabetic patients with TB exhibit severe symptoms and even
ment efforts, the rates of new TB infection have been slowly but resistance to standard TB treatment. Researchers have observed
steadily declining.17 In the United States, 9,241 TB cases were that diabetic patients suffering from TB are more likely to die
reported in 2014, indicating a decline of 2.2% from the previous than non-diabetic patients with TB.5 Additionally, diabetic payear; however, 66% of TB cases in 2014 occurred in immigrants.19 tients tend to have the more severe and infectious forms of TB,
More specifically, 20.6% of those cases were in Mexican immi- namely pulmonary and cavitary TB.5 Pulmonary TB occurs when
grants. Members of the Hispanic/Latino ethnic groups who are TB bacilli infect the lungs (as opposed to infecting other areas of
not necessarily immigrants have TB rates that are almost eight the body), and in general, cavitary TB will appear in 40-87% of
times higher than that of whites in the US.20 Texas, California, pulmonary TB cases. In cavitary TB, cavities form in the lungs
New York and Florida all had TB incidence rates that were higher and are colonized by high loads of TB bacilli, making this form of
than the US average in 2014 ; these states are also home to large the disease especially contagious. Most drug-resistant forms of TB
immigrant communities.20,21
involve cavitation.25
One method of gauging TB severity is by examining bacteIntersection of T2D and TB
rial loads in response to treatment. A study in Veracruz, Mexico,
The existence of mutually negative interactions between T2D compared the responses of diabetic and non-diabetic TB patients
and TB is not a new discovery. However, only recently has the to TB treatment over time. The researchers found that not only
T2D/TB comorbidity become a problem as the ever-expanding did the diabetic patients have higher initial loads of TB bacteria,
T2D pandemic sweeps into areas where TB is endemic, such as but they also remained TB-positive for longer than non-diabetdeveloping countries in Central and South America and Africa ic individuals (Figure 2).26 This result suggests that having T2D
(Figure 1).22 A traditional map of TB distribution would show negatively impacts the effectiveness of TB treatment by delaying
the highest TB prevalences in developing countries with almost bacilli clearance, which can facilitate the spread of TB in vulnerno cases in the US. In sharp contrast, Figure 1 shows high TB able populations.26 Another study by the same group in Veracruz
prevalences in the US and other developed countries that are at- found that diabetic patients are 2.8 times more likely to develop
tributable to similarly high T2D prevalences in those areas. As drug-resistant TB than non-diabetics.27
T2D prevalence skyrockets in developing countries over the next
Researchers in Taiwan obtained similar results; their measures
15 years, the T2D/TB comorbidity is likely to markedly increase of severity included stage of infection, bacterial load, rates of
as well.1
treatment failure and duration of bacterial clearance. They found
T2D affects the outcome and severity of TB in a variety of that diabetic patients scored higher on all markers of TB severity
ways. Much still remains unknown about how these two diseases than did their non-diabetic counterparts. Additionally, they found
interact, but research has yielded several important insights: T2D that diabetics were more likely to develop multidrug-resistant TB
heightens the likelihood of contracting TB, increases TB severity, (MDR-TB), which is non-responsive to the two most effective TB
encourages the development of drug resistant TB, disrupts the drugs. They suggest that higher bacterial loads in diabetic patients
normal immune responses to TB and alters the profile of the at- provide increased opportunity for mycobacteria to mutate and berisk TB population.24
come drug-resistant.28
A recent study looking at the Texas-Mexico border found that
Generally, when external respiratory droplets from a person
in this region, 28% of TB cases are due to underlying T2D.5 The with an active TB infection enter the lungs of a non-diabetic pastudy concluded that the high prevalence of T2D around the bor- tient, there are four possible outcomes. First, the TB bacilli in
der of southern Texas and northeastern Mexico and the increasing those droplets could be rapidly and effectively eliminated by the
spread of the disease worldwide make T2D a substantial threat to innate immune response. Second, the bacilli could replicate and
TB control. In some areas, T2D is even more of a threat than HIV initiate a primary TB infection. Third, the bacilli could establish
despite the latter’s attendant immunocompromise and its ability a latent, non-contagious infection by becoming dormant. Fourth,
to make those infected more susceptible to other infections.5, 24
the bacilli could revive the dormancy of a latent infection, result19
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prevalence of about 8%, which
is lower than the overall US
prevalence of 9.3%.30,31 However, later generation immigrants of Hispanic background
in the US have a diabetes rate
of 12.8%, suggesting that the
risk of developing T2D increases over time and from
generation to generation for
Hispanic immigrants.30 This
increase in T2D development
is a far-reaching problem, considering that the immigrant
population in the US has more
than quadrupled over the past
forty years so that 13% of the
US population was foreignborn in 2011. Of that 13%,
the majority (53%) are from
Latin America.32 Interestingly,
recent immigrants tend to
have longer lifespans, lower
disability rates and better overall health than their US-born
counterparts. Researchers attribute this phenomenon to
Figure 2. Diabetics remain TB-positive for longer than non-diabetics after initiating treatment. A longer period of infectiousthe ‘healthy immigrant effect,’
ness among diabetics could put contacts of those individuals at higher risk of contracting TB than contacts of non-diabetics.
Adapted from Pérez-Navarro, et al. (2015).26
a term that describes how those
who survive the journey into
America are only those who
ing in reactivation TB.29
are mentally and physically healthy enough to do so.32 However,
In vitro studies involving monocytes from diabetic patients over time, immigrant health gradually declines to match or fall
challenged with TB bacilli have shown a reduced ability of these below the poor baseline of American health. Immigrants to the
monocytes to phagocytose, or bind and engulf, the pathogens. US face many challenges that interact to affect health outcomes,
The researchers suggest that this reduced binding is due to defects often negatively. Poverty, inadequate healthcare, poor education,
in complement or serum opsonins, which normally collect on the discrimination and acculturation combine to cause mental and
surface of a pathogen to mark it for phagocytosis.5 These defects in physical health deterioration.10,32
phagocytosis often lead to unrestrained replication of TB.5
Lack of healthcare access among immigrants (both docuThe defects in the innate immune response of diabetic pa- mented and undocumented) and their families as well as the protients to TB are compounded by the simultaneous alteration of cess of acculturation are two major causes of declining health. For
the adaptive response. Studies have shown that diabetic patients example, Hispanic immigrants live, on average, five years longer
tend to have a hyper-reactive adaptive response to TB, meaning than the total US-born population. Strikingly, although the lifesT-cells proliferate at higher rates than usual in response to TB pan of US-born Hispanics is still higher than that of the total
infection. This hyper-reaction may exist to compensate for the US-born population, it is approximately 2.9 years less than that
inadequate innate response and may be responsible for diabetics’ of Hispanic immigrants, indicating a decline in lifespan.32 Furhigher susceptibility to TB, but the connection requires further thermore, in stark contrast to recent immigrants, later generation
study.5 The failure of diabetic immune systems to properly elimi- immigrant populations (i.e. those whose parents, grandparents,
nate TB infections helps account for the increased TB severity etc. were immigrants) exhibit sharp declines in both physical and
suffered by diabetics.
mental health. For example, the rates of both chronic conditions,
Interestingly, a study examining the Texas-Mexico border re- such as diabetes, asthma and obesity, and learning disabilities,
vealed that the at-risk population for the T2D/TB comorbidity is such as ADHD, in children increase markedly in direct propordistinct from that for TB alone. In the United States, the popula- tion to the mother’s length of US residency.12,32
tions most at risk for TB alone are young (<40 years old), HIVUndocumented immigrants or recent immigrants without
positive homeless males with histories of drug or alcohol abuse, health insurance especially suffer from a lack of access to healthimprisonment and/or immigration. In stark contrast, the US care, resulting in underutilization of healthcare services, which
groups at the Texas-Mexico border most at risk for the T2D/TB could result in an increased risk of disease. Poverty plays an imcomorbidity are older (>40 years old), Hispanic females with none portant role in healthcare access; Hispanic immigrants have the
of the social risk factors (not including immigration) of the afore- highest poverty rates of all ethnic groups, with 26.9% of Hispanic
mentioned TB-risk population. Importantly, the older age of the immigrants extremely poor and an astonishing 57.2% in or near
latter group corresponds with the typical age of onset of T2D.24 poverty, compared with a mere 13.5% of US natives extremely
T2D, like HIV, hinders the immune response and increases TB poor and 31.1% in or near poverty. Furthermore, 56% of Hissusceptibility. The typical TB at-risk population has immigration panic immigrants are uninsured and 51% are on welfare, indiin common with the TB/T2D at-risk group, indicating that it cating that this group is largely devoid of the finances essential
is likely that TB is associated with the process of migration to to securing good health and procuring healthcare when necesAmerica or possibly with contact with recent immigrants.
sary.33 Although recent immigrants are in better health than their
counterparts who immigrated less recently despite socioeconomic
Immigration
status, this difference quickly levels out. Acculturation puts imAlthough immigrants to the US tend to have lower levels of migrants at risk for a variety of health conditions. American habits
obesity than those born in the US, the longer they reside in the such as poor diet, sedentary lifestyle and smoking contribute to
US, the higher the likelihood of their developing T2D.11 Recent the development of excessive weight and obesity and can eventuimmigrants from Mexico and Central America have a diabetes ally lead to more serious diseases such as type 2 diabetes (T2D).12
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When these environmental and lifestyle-related risk factors are
combined with a disparity in healthcare access between the USborn and the foreign-born, it is not surprising that immigrants
are eventually worse off in terms of health outcomes than their
US-born counterparts.
Immigrants provide an interesting case study for the diabetes/
infectious disease intersection due to their susceptibility to T2D
after American acculturation and their increased likelihood of
contact with new immigrants from TB-endemic countries. Despite declining rates worldwide and low rates in general in the
United States, immigrant populations in the US are especially
vulnerable to developing TB. A recent study found that immigrant children have TB rates 32 times higher than their counterparts born in the US to parents born in the US. This elevation
of TB rates extends to second-generation immigrant children as
well; these US-born children with foreign-born parents have TB
rates six times higher than their counterparts with US-born parents.34 Hispanics made up the largest proportion of these secondgeneration immigrant children; additionally, two-thirds of TB
exposures occurred in the US, underscoring the significant role
of disease spread in immigrant populations coming from TB-endemic countries.34 Immigrants, both undocumented and documented, enter into close-knit communities in the US, especially
along the border in Texas. As immigrant communities develop,
the US-born, later-generation population will inevitably mix with
the recently arrived, foreign-born population. The US-born are
more likely to exhibit a range of behaviors that put them at higher
risk for chronic conditions such as T2D, which is a major risk factor for a variety of infectious diseases. For example, first generation Mexican immigrants have smoking rates of 8.5%, which, for
later generation immigrants, jumps to equal the national average
of 17.8%.12,35 Therefore, as new immigrants or refugees from any
countries endemic for diseases such as TB enter into communities
in the US, they are potentially bringing deadly diseases to communities that are in a uniquely vulnerable position. 24,36

T2D/TB Healthcare Requirements
As the T2D/TB comorbidity becomes more prevalent, especially in at-risk immigrant populations, interactions between
T2D and TB medications must be considered. Diabetes care on
its own is very complex and must be carefully managed; this kind
of intricate treatment is difficult in low-resource or high-disparity
settings, such as in immigrant populations in the US with inadequate access to healthcare.37 When TB also becomes a problem,
the healthcare requirements skyrocket to unsustainable levels for
the populations most at risk for the T2D/TB comorbidity.
TB treatments do not work the same in all patients. Obese
patients who receive TB drug dosages based on their total body
weight could experience adverse effects due to drug toxicity.38
Obesity can also inhibit treatment by altering the body’s metabolism. In obese patients or those with poorly controlled T2D, the
resultant hyperglycemia can lead to changes in how drugs are metabolized. This altered metabolism can negatively affect treatment
for conditions such as TB by decreasing drug concentrations and
reducing their efficacy, thereby making TB infections in diabetics
more difficult to treat and eliminate.26 More research is necessary
to further elucidate how body weight influences the action and
efficacy of drugs.
As TB/T2D comorbidity becomes more prevalent, interactions between TB and T2D drugs must be taken into account.
The need for more integrated medical care with this comorbidity
is highlighted by a recent study, which found that the standard
TB drug rifampin could have negative effects in diabetic patients
even if those patients are controlling their T2D. The study examined the interactions between rifampin and gliclazide, a common antidiabetic drug. They determined that rifampin increased
clearance of gliclazide, therefore reducing the efficacy of the latter
drug.39 In this way, TB treatment can negatively impact the pharmacological control of T2D, thereby inducing hyperglycemia and
making the TB drugs less effective, in a seemingly endless cycle of
negative interactions.
Another standard TB drug, isoniazid, has been shown to be
21
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potentially harmful for immunocompromised patients in particular. A recent study found that isoniazid impairs adaptive immune
responses to the TB bacterium through the apoptosis of Mycobacterium tuberculosis-specific CD4 T-cells.40 Therefore, patients
treated with isoniazid are more likely to suffer TB reinfection or
reactivation.40 In patients with already compromised immune systems, such as those with T2D, isoniazid treatment could further
worsen their ability to fight infections. This view is complicated
by the previously mentioned observance of a hyper-reactive Tcell adaptive response in diabetic patients; knocking down T-cell
activity in these individuals may not be as devastating as it would
for non-diabetic individuals with normal levels of activated Tcells.

Transmission and Infectivity
The US has a very low prevalence of TB and may therefore
be more vulnerable to and less well equipped to handle a possible
epidemic due to an influx of an immigrant source population.41
The likelihood of such an epidemic depends on many factors, including contact between ill individuals (such as immigrants) and
susceptible individuals (such as diabetic Americans). Given the
‘othering’ of Latin American immigrants in the US, immigrants
tend to form tight, close-knit communities that separate them
from Americans. Therefore, it is quite possible that immigrants
entering the US with TB will inadvertently facilitate transmission within their communities. Immigrant populations in the US,
although they do tend to cluster together, still interact on a daily
basis with people outside of their communities. For example, children from immigrant populations go to school with children of
a variety of ethnic groups, and adults have jobs that involve routinely interacting with unfamiliar individuals. Thus, the assumption that TB, once introduced to the US by an immigrant, would
stay within that community is not realistic.24
It is possible that T2D will fuel a rebound in TB rates in the
US, which have been steadily declining since 1992, in the same
way that HIV/AIDS encouraged a TB epidemic in the late 1980s.
The most recent TB crisis in the US occurred between 1985 and
1992, when the epidemic of HIV combined with increased immigration from TB-endemic countries encouraged high rates of
TB transmission and subsequent infection.41 If this past crisis is
any indication, the US has been historically unprepared for TB
epidemics. Additionally, the spread of TB beyond the population
of those with HIV/AIDS highlights the relative ease with which
TB can infect those outside of communities made vulnerable by
chronic, immunosuppressive diseases. Furthermore, although the
most recent rates of TB in the US show a decline from the previous year, this decline is the smallest in over a decade, indicating
that other factors, such as the increase in T2D, may impede the
success of TB control strategies.19
Many other factors complicate predictions about the potential for TB transmission in countries such as the US. These factors, in addition to prevalence of diabetes, include age structure
of the population, population growth and urbanization. A recent
study examined how these factors interact to affect TB rates in a
high-incidence (India) versus low incidence (Korea) country. As
for age structure, TB tends to affect the elderly more severely; it
takes time to progress from infection to active TB with the median
incubation period being within the first two years following infection; therefore, TB prevalence is higher in older populations.42,43
Shifting age structure is related to population growth; an increase
in elderly people could result in higher TB rates. Finally, urbanization has differing effects in a country like India versus a country
like Korea.42 In India, urbanization increases opportunities for TB
transmission, thereby increasing prevalence rates in cities. Conversely, TB rates in urban Korea were lower than in rural Korea.42
As a result of these various factors interacting, high-TB incidence
India has an increasing T2D prevalence, while low-TB incidence
Korea has a decreasing T2D prevalence.42 As T2D becomes a pandemic and proliferates in areas that, like India, are undergoing an
economic, structural and population-based transition, efforts to
curb the rise of TB will likely be complicated.
As a country with a low TB burden but an increasing preva-
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lence of T2D, the US seems to lie somewhere between India and
Korea. The US has excessively high T2D rates, an aging population
and immigration populations, such as those from Latin America,
which could serve as TB vectors. Thus, there is a firm possibility
that TB could take hold in the US unless, as the researchers suggest in relation to India and Korea, early TB drug treatment and
surveillance are prioritized.42

Economic Burden
T2D encourages the development of drug resistant TB, which
can be exorbitantly expensive to treat. In 2013, there were 9,582
newly reported TB cases in the US, with immigrants shouldering
the majority of the case burden at 65%. After Asians, Hispanic
populations have the highest rate of TB prevalence in the US at
28% of all US TB cases. Additionally, the majority (51%) of TB
cases occurred in Texas, Florida, California and New York, all of
which have large immigrant populations.44 This TB burden represents an economic hardship for both those populations most at
risk and the healthcare system that may or may not shoulder the
cost of treatment.
The average cost of treating regular TB in the US is $17,000
per case. As drug resistance increases, treatment costs skyrocket.
For comparison, the average cost of treating multidrug-resistant
TB (MDR-TB) is $134,000 per case, and treating extensively
drug-resistant TB (XDR-TB) costs, on average, $430,000, making MDR- and XDR-TB treatment often more expensive than
the lifetime treatment of a patient with HIV or breast cancer.45
Treatment for MDR- and XDR-TB involves expensive medications, lengthy hospital stays and extensive case management. Even
though drug-resistant TB represents just 1-1.5% of all US TB
cases, the enormous expense of treating these cases is a considerable problem, especially since public funding covers the majority
of the expense. Between 2005 and 2007, treating these cases cost
nearly $17.5 million and $2.1 million for 364 cases of MDR-TB
and 9 cases of XDR-TB treatment, respectively.45 Public funding
covered 75% of MDR-TB costs and 100% of XDR-TB costs.45
As previously mentioned, T2D enhances the severity of TB
and increases the likelihood of developing drug-resistant forms of
TB.27 It is possible that rates of drug-resistant TB among diabetics might rise in parallel to the rates of T2D and that the drugresistant TB could spread rapidly and affect non-diabetics as well.
Therefore, rising rates of T2D and MDR/XDR-TB would increase
the US economic healthcare burden due to the exorbitant cost of
treating drug-resistant TB. Improved access to healthcare among
vulnerable populations, such as immigrants, would help to curb
the development and spread of both diseases and could ultimately
reduce current healthcare costs or prevent increasing future costs.
Conclusions
As has been discussed, the longer immigrants stay in the US,
the more likely they are to experience a decline in health.32 Immigrants may develop T2D and accompanying health deterioration
as a part of the acculturation process, which could put them at
risk for a variety of other diseases, such as tuberculosis.
Members of tight-knit communities, where new arrivals from
Latin America and later-generation immigrants meet, may be
uniquely at risk for infectious diseases. Recent immigrants from
countries where diseases such as TB are endemic may bring the
disease with them into these communities, thereby exposing latergeneration immigrants experiencing the typical health decline to
infections to which they are particularly susceptible.24
Given that T2D is a pandemic and not limited just to immigrants, the potential spread of infectious disease in immigrant
communities is also dangerous for the greater US population.
For example, the US does not traditionally vaccinate against TB,
meaning the arrival of TB in the US in the midst of a diabetic, immunocompromised and unvaccinated American population could
be an unprecedented public health crisis.
There is a host of potential measures to combat the looming
threat of diabetes and infectious disease in immigrants and other
populations, including both simple measures like better screening procedures and education and more complex measures like

reformed immigration laws at the national level. Smaller scale
measures to catch any infections before they even enter the US
include better health surveillance, improved health screenings at
borders and specific training of physicians to check for previously
overlooked or misdiagnosed diseases, such as asymptomatic TB.
Recently, Minnesota launched an initiative to screen for latent
TB in immigrant and refugee populations. This initiative involves
screening all foreign arrivals regardless of how long they have been
in the US. Following screening, those with positive test results are
more thoroughly tested with chest X-rays and physical exams, accompanied by an in-depth medical history. Physicians then counsel patients about what latent TB is and follow-up with appropriate treatment to avoid reactivation TB. This type of initiative is
highly replicable within other states and would help reduce not
only the burden of latent TB but also the possibility of reactivation TB among immigrants.36
The current surveillance in place for TB is the National TB
Surveillance System, which relies on state and local health departments to report confirmed TB cases to the CDC.46 However, the
initial sources of TB reports are physicians. Because immigrants
have poor healthcare access, it is unlikely that this surveillance system is capturing a highly at-risk population. Therefore, national
TB reports may be underestimates of the true burden. To alleviate
this problem, active instead of passive surveillance for TB may be
necessary. Active surveillance could include calling households,
sending out questionnaires, surveying doctors or other health professionals in immigrant-dense areas or even in-person canvassing
of vulnerable immigrant communities. Active surveillance could
not only identify undiagnosed TB cases but also provide encouragement to those afflicted to seek early treatment. Although active
surveillance is expensive, the growing severity of the T2D/TB comorbidity warrants this increase in funding to limit this problem
before it grows to be even more unwieldy. Another possibility to
enhance surveillance is to adopt an entirely electronic reporting
system, such as the Tuberculosis Information Management System (TBIMS) put in place in China beginning in 2005. TBIMS
has proven to be remarkably effective, producing a vast amount of
complete, real-time case data that can be accessed at all levels of
TB healthcare and political organization.47
From a prevention standpoint, educational campaigns in immigrant communities about T2D risk factors such as smoking,
poor diet and excessive weight/obesity could help improve health
literacy and alter lifestyle behaviors that promote the development of T2D.1 Furthermore, educational pamphlets or brochures
handed out at the border could likewise disseminate actionable information about diabetes prevention to the persons most at-risk.
Larger scale measures include reformed immigration procedures that are able to better classify and handle immigrants escaping humanitarian crises, better access to healthcare for those most
at risk of developing these comorbidities and research into how
T2D and infectious diseases interact so as to be able to better treat
comorbid patients and lessen disease severity and spread. Much of
the research surrounding T2D/infectious disease comorbidities,
particularly for Chagas disease, is limited to animal models, indicating how far away we are from really understanding this intersection in real populations. The larger scale measures suggested,
with the exception of further research, would be the most difficult
to implement. Immigration regulations are an incredibly controversial issue, which slows down the legislative process considerably. The complicated and therefore lengthy procedures of Congress present a time issue for those at-risk for T2D/TB because
managing these comorbidities is an intricate process that requires
access to significant amounts of healthcare as soon as possible.
Given how poorly controlled T2D makes TB and other infectious diseases worsen, it is crucial that immigrants have improved
healthcare access both for their own health and the health of their
communities. Furthermore, increased access to healthcare would
allow previously undiagnosed conditions in recent immigrants to
be identified and treated before symptoms increase in severity and
communities are exposed.48 The skyrocketing cost of healthcare is
a problem for all Americans, not just recent immigrants. Reining
in these costs and making healthcare and health insurance more
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affordable would greatly increase the likelihood of widespread access and coverage.
Furthermore, prevention of TB through
healthcare-provided screenings would save
millions of dollars in TB treatment down
the road.
Understanding the interactions between T2D and infectious diseases such
as TB will become crucial as the comorbidities become more prevalent, especially
in the US and developing countries. Immigrants to the US provide an interesting
case study for T2D comorbidities as they
experience the combined negative circumstances of being susceptible to T2D by virtue of American acculturation, experiencing potential exposure to infectious disease
from other recent immigrants and lacking
the healthcare necessary to treat these diseases. Preventing the compounded negative health effects of these comorbidities
both in the US and globally will require a
combination of political and social reforms
and more intensive research to fill in the
many knowledge gaps that remain.
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